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Mr. Thomas Brooks 
563 57 St. 
Brooklyn, NY 11220 

Dear Mr. Brooks: 

August 25, 1988 

Examination has been completed on your Model seven rifle, serial 
number 7693688, which you returned for evaluation. 

Your firearm, produced in July of 1984, bears all required 
safety proof and inspection stampings and looks very well main
tained although the gun's wood and metal finish were somewhat 
marred as received. 

Our examining expert gauged the trigger pull between 4-3/4 and 5 
pounds. The sear lift measured .012" and the sear-connector en
gagement is excellent. All these specifications are well within 
Remington specifications. 

Repeated attempts were made to make the 
upon bolt closing) with no malfunction. 
made to make the rifle fire upon safety 
malfunctions. 

rifle follow down (fire 
Repeated attempts were 

release, again, with no 

In short, the trigger assembly was found to be safe in every 
respect and could not be made to malfunction. The only way the 
gun was made to fire was to move the safety switch from the safe 
to fire position and to pull the trigger. 

As absolutely nothing was found ~rong with the rifle, we are 
prepared to return it to you, as received. However, from the 
gist of your letter, you apparently have lost confidence in the 
fire assembly. In this regard, for a c.o.D. charge of $15.00, 
we will install a new entire trigger assembly. In this way, any 
personal doubts on your pa~·t can be eliminated so that you can 
enjoy your Model Seven with complete confidence. 

We will hold your rifle pending your decision and written reply. 
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